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ABBYY FineReader OCR Professional uses optical character recognition technology to correctly extract text from documents. The software has powerful features such as (1) Editing text, (2) Extracting text, (3) Highlighting text, (4) Extracting images, (5) Compare two pages, (6)
Creating password-protected documents, and (7) Watermarking pages. ABBYY FineReader OCR Professional is a PDF manipulation and editing application designed to convert PDF documents into editable, searchable, and sharable text files. Readable by PDF readers that also support
OCR, this is a vital tool for any business using PDFs to document workflow. FineReader 10 is the latest version of ABBYY's flagship OCR solution, enabling users to capture, manage and convert all varieties of document images to digital text in a fast, accurate and streamlined manner.

Along with FineReader 10 Professional Edition, the company has also released the new FineReader 10 Corporate Edition for use in workgroups and the FineReader 10 Site License Edition for deployment in large corporations. A mobile application, FineReader 10 Mobile, was also
released for iOS and Android devices, allowing users to download and view documents, OCR scanned images and converts text, graphics and photos into digital text. FineReader 10 Professional Edition removes the barriers that prevent document automation, allowing users to reduce

the burden on their team, improve productivity, and streamline production and delivery of documents. FineReader 10 is available as a standalone edition or as part of ABBYY's Document Management Suite, which also includes ABBYY Document Cloud, for document management
(OCR and storage), and ABBYY Document Manager, for document and forms management (workflow and approvals).
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FineReader 10 Professional Edition was selected as the Editors Choice and given a score of 4.5 out of 5 by PC Magazine. The company was recognized for its innovation, ease-of-use and industry-leading support in the OCR technology industry, where FineReader is used for
commercial OCR scans of paper documents in corporate settings. With the ABBYY FineReader SDK, software developers can create applications that can capture data from images or from standard OCR and PDF conversion applications. This AI-powered OCR SDK supports conversion
of image and PDF files, including documents, faxes, photographs, and multi-page documents, as well as searchable PDF creation. Its powerful design can be used for complex image recognition with the document recognition capabilities, and for continuous search and capture across

multiple pages. Development of the ABBYY FineReader software for Windows does not require programming knowledge, and is appropriate for developers as well as end-users. An outstanding OCR application for converting paper documents into editable and searchable PDF files,
ABBYY FineReader provides a complete solution for digitization of documents that can be used across multiple platforms. The latest version of the software is 8.0, which is packed with significant improvements such as text and graphical layout processing, Google indexing, automatic

image comparison with a conversion history, document analysis, and search. ABBYY FineReader is a powerful, yet easy-to-use application for professional quality conversion of document images and PDF files to editable and searchable electronic files. The software delivers
outstanding accuracy when converting a variety of document types including tables and spreadsheets, magazine articles, contracts, and faxes. Enhancements in version 8.0 give FineReader new intelligence, making it more accurate, flexible, and adaptable for a wider variety of users

than ever before. 5ec8ef588b
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